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Overview

• Status of IRS Partnership Audits 

• Overview of BBA

• Partnership and Related Agreement Drafting Considerations

• Pre-Audit Considerations

− Election Out

− AARs

• Audit Considerations

− Statute of Limitations

− Imputed Underpayments

− Modifications

− Penalties

− Push-Out Elections
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The Audits are Coming…

• Pre-Bipartisan Budget Act (BBA)

− Partnerships rarely audited

• 2018: 140 out of 4 million partnership returns were audited

− Partnerships audited under TEFRA

• Centralized audit and litigation at partnership level but assessment and 
collection at partner level, so IRS sometimes did not pursue all 
adjustments

• IRS criticized for not auditing partnerships – but that will change: 

− Significant increase in hires for partnership audits

− BBA partnership audit rules
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Large Partnership Compliance (LPC) 
Program

• What partnerships are subject to LPC?

− Determined using data analytics that consider: 

• Assets, revenue, and foreign activities

− IRS will also consider factors from Schedule K-1

• Who will be conducting the LPC Audits? 

− Revenue agents with partnership experience

− New hires from public accounting with partnership experience

− Revenue agents with issue expertise 

• What returns?

− 2019 Returns

• When will the LPC audits start? 

− Already started! October 2021
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BBA Overview

• Audit 

− Centralized audit of partnership at partnership level

• Assessment and Collection 

− Default rule is partnership pays tax on imputed underpayment (IU) 

− Tax is calculated at highest tax rate in effect for individuals, estates, 
trusts, or corporations for reviewed year 

− Current partners bear tax for former partners’ underpayment

− Alternatives for pushing out and pulling in the adjustments to the 
reviewed year partners.

• Partnership Representative (PR)

− PR has sole authority to make decisions on behalf of partnership 
(extending statute, submitting modification requests, settlement, etc.)

− BBA changed who may be the PR (vs. the TMP) and how the PR is 
selected and terminated
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BBA Overview

• Options to Address Imputed Underpayment
− Submit Modification Request

• Amended Returns or Pull-in Procedure

• Rate Modifications (corporate or individual partners)

• Tax-exempt partners

• Multiple imputed underpayments

• Passive losses of publicly traded partnerships

• Partnerships with qualified-investment-entity partners

• Closing agreement

• Tax treaty modifications

− Push-Out Election – reviewed year partners pay the tax on 
their current year return
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Partnership and Related Agreement 
Drafting Considerations
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Designation of Partnership Representative

• Who is the Partnership Rep? 

− Person designated by partnership with substantial presence in U.S.

− If entity, partnership must appoint a designated individual to act

− Named in the tax return each year

• Significance of Partnership Representative 

− Partnership Rep has all decision-making authority in BBA

− Contractual limitations in partnership agreement do not impact IRS

− No statutory or regulatory obligation for the Partnership Rep to notify 
the partners

• How to change your Partnership Rep?

− File Form 8979, Partnership Representative Revocation, 
Designation, and Resignation

− File AAR for another reason
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Partnership Representative

• Relevant Agreements for Partnership Representative

− Partnership Agreement

− Services Agreement with Third-Party Provider

• Scope of Authority

− Are actions subject to prior approval of the General Partner?

− Any notice obligations or duty to keep partners informed?

− Are provisions regarding termination or replacement of Partnership 
Representative and designated individual consistent with 
Code/regulatory requirements?
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Partnership Agreement

• Indemnification Provisions

− Do indemnification provisions cover PR or designated individual?

− Is there an indemnification obligation of partners/former partners for 
attributable share of partnership tax liability?

• Does this obligation override any general limitations on indemnifications? 

• Treatment of Partner’s Share of Partnership-Level Liability

− Is it treated like a withholding tax and treated as a distribution for all 
purposes, including distribution waterfall? 
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Side Letter Provisions – Common Points of 
Negotiation

• Notices of audit proceeding and key events

• Investor involvement or consent rights

• Will investors be required to amend returns? 

• Agreement to “put investor in same place” as if original return had 

been filed with adjustments

• Agreement to push-out adjustments

• Agreement to use some effort to take investor’s tax-exempt status 

into account in the modification request
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Pre-Audit Considerations
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To Elect Out or Not

• Election Out 

− Partnerships with 100 or fewer eligible partners can elect out

− Election is made on partnership’s tax return (Form 1065) each year

• Considerations in Deciding Whether to Elect Out

− Whether partners want to be audited directly

− Whether partnership is willing to give up control of the audit and give 
partners full access to its books and records

− Whether IRS will audit and collect at the partner level

− Whether partnership agreement prevents transfers to ineligible 
partners, so partnership could no longer elect out

• How many partnerships have been electing out?

− Less than IRS expected

• 20% in 2018

• 25% in 2019

• A little bit more than 25% in 2020
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Administrative Adjustment Requests (AARs)

• Partnership has to file an AAR to make an adjustment to a 

partnership-related item

− Partnership cannot file an Amended Form 1065

− Partners are bound by AAR

• AAR must calculate Imputed Underpayment

− Partnership can pay the IU with the AAR or push-out the adjustments 
to the reviewed-year partners

− Partnership can reduce an IU with certain modifications (but not 
amended return or closing agreement modifications) 

− No IRS approval necessary for modifications

− If partnership pushes out adjustments, no hot interest and no 
limitation on a net decrease

• Taxpayer-Favorable Adjustment

− Must be pushed-out to reviewed year partners
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Audit Considerations
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BBA Audit: Notices and Partnership/PR To Dos

Notice Letters and Content To Dos

Notice of Selection 
for Examination 
(NOSE)

Letter 2205-D
Issued to Partnership (not PR)

• Consider changing PR 
and DI

• File AARs
• Consider revoking 

election out (requires
IRS consent)

Notice of 
Administrative 
Proceeding (NAP)

Letters 5893 and 5893-A
Issued to Partnership and PR 
about 30 days after NOSE

Summary Report Issued to PR; Includes prelim audit 
results and IU (Letter 14791); 
Letter 5895 with instructions for 
conference with exam; Form 886-
A 

• Precedes 30 day-letter 
to go to IRS Appeals
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BBA Audit: Notices and Partnership/PR To Dos
Notice Letters and Content To Dos

30-Day Letter Issued to PR; instructions for IRS 
Appeals; prelim IU calculation; 
Form 886-A

PR can File Protest to IRS Appeals 
(at least 18 months must remain 
on statute per IRS website; 365 
days per IRM)

NOPPA Issued to PR after IRS Appeals;
instructions on modification 
requests; final IU amount; 
Revised Form 886-A

PR has 270 days to submit 
modification requests (Form 
8980); significant info likely 
needed from partners

Modification 
Determination 
Package

Issued to PR; Letter 5975 
modification determination and
summary of approved 
modifications and IU

PR can go to IRS Appeals a 
second time on modification 
determination

Final Partnership 
Adjustment (FPA)

Issued to Partnership and PR; 
includes final IU

Push-out election must be made 
within 45 days and petition filed 
in Tax Court within 90 days
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Statute of Limitations:  Partnership-Level

• BBA looks only to the partnership-level statute of limitations

− Unlike TEFRA, partner-level limitations period is not relevant unless 
the partnership elects out

− The limitations period applies to adjustments, not assessments

• Later of:

− 3 years after the later date partnership return is due or filed or AAR is 
filed (NOPPA must be issued within this time period)

− 270 days (plus any agreed to extension) after modification 
information is submitted, if the partnership requests a modification of 
the imputed underpayment

− 330 days (plus any agreed to extension) after the date of the 
NOPPA, if the partnership does not request a modification of the 
imputed underpayment

• Expect Early Extension Requests from IRS
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Statute of Limitations:  Partnership-Level

• Example (Treas. Reg. § 301.6235-1(e), Ex. 4): 

− 2020 partnership return (Form 1065) due on 3/15/21, filed on 3/1/21

• Add 3 years:  3/15/24

• Extended:  12/31/25

• NOPPA must be issued within this time period per I.R.C. § 6231(b)(1).

− NOPPA issued 6/2/25

• Partnership has until 2/27/26 (270 days) to submit modifications 

• Extended by 45 days:  4/13/26 deadline to submit modifications.

− Modifications submitted 4/13/26

• Add 270 + 45 days:  2/22/27 statute expires 

• IRS may not assess an imputed underpayment before the 90th 

day after the FPA is mailed and—if a petition for readjustment is 

filed in court—the date the decision of the court has become final. 
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Statute of Limitations:  Partner-Level 

• Exception to I.R.C. § 6235, which looks only at partnership-level 

limitations period

• Proposed Regulations (301.6241-7(f)) allow the IRS to make 

adjustments after the section 6235 statute of limitations has 

expired if the partner’s SOL is open and either:

− Partner has control over the partnership (defined as a partner that is 
related to the partnership under 267(b) or 707(b))

− Partner has extended their statute of limitations and extension 
agreement expressly states that partner is extending time to adjust 
and assess tax attributable to partnership-related items

• Rationale:  

− Special enforcement considerations presented by tiered structures

− But not limited to tiered structures

• If finalized, will be effective for tax years ending after 11/20/20 or 

any audit beginning after final rules published in federal register
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Statute of Limitations:  Partner-Level

Example: 

• Partnership is a calendar 
taxpayer. 

• Partnership files its 2020 return 
on 3/15/21; partnership statute 
of limitations expires 3/15/24 
and no NOPPA is issued 

• A controls the partnership, so 
IRS can assess partnership 
adjustments after 3/15/24 if A’s 
statute is open. 

• IRS can assess partnership 
adjustments after 3/15/24 if B 
extended its SOL and expressly 
agreed to extend time to adjust 
and assess partnership items. 
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Beware the Unexpected Imputed 
Underpayment: Non-income Adjustments

• Non-income adjustments are treated as positive adjustments in 

determining whether there is an imputed underpayment.

• Non-income adjustments include adjustments to:

− Partnership’s Basis in its Assets

− Liabilities

− Capital Accounts

• Example: IRS audits partnership’s 2020 tax year and adjusts the 

basis of a partnership asset by $100.  There are no other 

adjustments.  The $100 is treated as a positive adjustment that 

gives rise to an IU even though the asset has not been sold and 

there has been no realization or recognition event. 
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Beware the Unexpected IU: Reallocations

Example (Treas. Reg. § 301.6225-1(h), Ex. 12) 

• IRS determines $30 of ordinary income and $70 of depreciation 

allocated to B should have been allocated to A. The partnership 

adjustment is a net $40 increase allocated to B and a 

corresponding $40 decrease allocated to A.

• Because these are reallocation adjustments, the $40 net decrease 

of income to A is not netted against the $40 net increase to B.  IU 

equals $40 net increase to B multiplied by 37%. 
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A B

Original Return $0 ($40)

As Adjusted ($40) $0

Amount of Adjustment ($40) $40



Modification Requests

8 Types of Modifications

• Amended Returns or Pull-In Procedure

• Rate Modifications (corporate or individual partners)

• Tax-exempt partners

• Multiple imputed underpayments

• Passive losses of publicly traded partnerships

• Partnerships with qualified-investment-entity partners

• Closing agreement

• Tax treaty modifications
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Modification Requests

• How are partnerships handling imputed underpayments?

− IRS has seen more modification requests than push-outs

− Partnerships are paying IUs

• Most common modification requests?

− Amended returns

− Rate modifications

• How to request a modification?

− Form 8980 details documents for each modification

− Online system – taxpayers need a transmittal control code to submit 
modification documents

− System is programmed with 270-day submission window; forms 
submitted outside window will be rejected; don’t procrastinate! 

• Tiered modifications are particularly complicated
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Modification Requests: Amended Returns

• Amended returns ensure: 
− Correct partners pay tax

− Correct amount of tax is paid

• Limitations 
− Partners file an amended return before judicial review of the 

adjustments; need to protect rights to a refund if partnership 
seeks judicial review

− Partnership cannot force partners to amend

− In reallocation, all affected partners must file amended returns 
or take adjustment into account with other modification 
approved by the IRS 

− Complicated in tiered structures
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Amended Return: Practice Tip

Example:  

• Partner files 2019 return on 10/15/20.  Limitations period for filing 

refund claims expires on 10/15/23.

• IRS proposes to increase partnership’s 2019 income by $1 million. 

Partner files an amended return on 6/1/22 as part of the modification 

process and includes its share of the increase in income.  

• PR petitions Tax Court and prevails in November 2025.  

• Unless the partner filed a protective claim for refund, partner will be 

unable to recover amounts paid on June 1, 2022. Partner’s limitations 

period is not tolled during judicial proceeding. 

Practice Tip: 

• Partner that makes amended return modification request should file a 

protective claim for refund before 6511 statute of limitations expires if 

partnership representative is contesting the adjustment in court.  
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Amended Return vs. Pull-in Procedure

Amended Return Pull-In

IRS can assess if SOL for 
Assessments is Closed

Yes Yes

Forms Amended Return and 
Form 8982 

Form 8982

If the partnership 
adjustment reduces the 
tax owed by the 
partner, can the partner 
obtain a refund?

Yes No, unless PR successfully 
challenges the adjustment and 
the partner filed a protective 
refund claim
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Modifications and Penalties

• Example: Partnership 

understated income by $50 million 

in 2019. 

• IRS imposes a Section 6662 

penalty on underpayment. 

• Four partners each own 25% and 

have losses in 2019, so no 

substantial understatement if 

determined at partner level.

• What should the Partnership 

Representative and partners do?

• What if the partner has a 

reasonable cause and good faith 

defense?  
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Limitations with Push-Out Election

• Difficult to comply with deadlines in tiered structures 

• Push-out is unavailable if there is no IU 

• Must pay hot interest (2% more than normal underpayment 

interest rate)

• No benefit from carrybacks to years before the reviewed year

• Refund is limited to the tax paid in the reporting year
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Push-Out Election in Tiered Structures 

36

• Final determination on 12/15/22. 

• C must furnish statements by 

2/13/23 

• Pass-through partners A and B 

elect to pay tax (calculated like an 

IU) or furnish statements to 

partners by 9/15/23 

• D also has to furnish statements 

to its partners by 9/15/23

• What happens if D doesn’t receive 

its statement from B until 9/15/23? 
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No Push-Out Election if No Imputed 
Underpayment

• Example: Partnership reports income in Year 3 but it should have 

reported the income in Year 1. The Year 1 adjustment gives rise to 

an IU that can be pushed out.  However, the Year 3 reduction in 

income (if the only adjustment) cannot be pushed out because it 

does not give rise to an IU. 

• Other Options?

− Partnership file AAR for Year 3 (subject to statute of limitations and 
withdrawal of NAP)

− Partners file Amended Returns during modification period
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Push-Out Election: No Carryback Benefit

• Push-out does not take into account how adjustments impact a 

year before the reviewed year. 

• Example:

− IRS reallocates Partnership’s $10M 2019 loss from Lee to Mary.  
Partnership makes a push-out election. 

− Mary recalculates her 2019 tax and any post-2019 year. The $10M 
loss increases her 2019 NOL by $10M. Mary didn’t waive the 
carryback, so it must be carried back to earlier tax years to the extent 
possible. 

− When carried back, $10M NOL reduced the tax she owed for 2018 by 
$3.7M. But because the adjustment does not impact the tax she 
should have paid in 2019 or any subsequent year, Mary gets no 
benefit from the adjustment. 
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Push-Out Election: Limitations on Refunds

• Reviewed year partner takes adjustment into account on the 

reporting year and any refund is limited to tax paid in the reporting 

year. 

• Example: 

− Molly pays $10,000 in tax in 2019 and owes only $2,000 in tax in 
2020.  As a result of a push-out election, Molly should reduce 2019 
tax by $5,000. 

− If Molly filed an amended return for 2019, she’d get a refund of 
$5,000. However, refund is limited to tax paid in the reporting year 
(not the reviewed year), so push-out election turns the $5,000 into a 
non-refundable credit.  

− Molly gets a refund of $2,000 and receives no benefit from the 
remaining $3,000. 

• Green Book includes a proposed fix to allow a refund of the 

$3,000.
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